
Trusting your High Priestess
Signs, Faith and Believing in YOURSELF



Why The High Priestess

Why does The High Priestess help us trust ourselves.

The High Priestess is an Energy.

This Energy engages and interacts with us during certain moments 

or scenarios in our lives.

Some people describe this energy as Guides, Angels, or Spirits and 

the fun part is…..that’s all true!



The High Priestess

• 3rd Card in the Tarot Deck
• Significant Symbolism
1. Columns (King Solomon) Boaz: In him is Strength, Jachin: 

He will Establish
2. Date Palms (Masculine) and Pomegranates (Feminine) on 

thin veil (many worlds and dimensions)
3. Seated (open hips)
4. Crown (Maiden, Mother, Crone)
5. Equal Cross (Balance)
6. Scroll of Tora…not Torah (The Battle, that the Universal 

Laws are made from)
7. Crescent Moon (Cycles, Intuition)
8. Robe (Subconscious that runs through the deck) 



How do we know when The High Priestess is 
trying to interact with us

The High Priestess energy first shows up in our external world to let her

presence be known. It’s an announcement to pay attention, so then in 

those moments we can go inward, process and discover the message.

• Signs

1. Angel Numbers

2. Feathers

3. Animals

4. Finding random but significant objects



Angel Numbers

Numerology: 

• 1- new beginnings, creation 

• 2- balance, duality, intuition 

• 3- self expression, creativity, ascended masters, guides 

• 4- foundation, stability, hard work 

• 5- change, challenge, freedom 

• 6- love, harmony, relationships, needing balance 

• 7- contemplation, magic, spirituality 

• 8- prosperity, abundance, manifesting 

• 9- conclusions, endings, completion 

• 0- full circle, infinity, cycles



Why are Angel Numbers mainly in 3’s

Patterns:

• 3 is the smallest number we need to create a PATTERN

• A pattern creates a fractal that will expand and duplicate in your 

life. It is important to know the patterns coming your way, as they 

will express themselves in the simulation around you…your life.



Common Angel Number Messages

Angel Number messages 

111- “its time to start something new, take that leap!, listen to your intuition” 

222- “balance yourself, take some time for self care, you are divinely supported, trust the process” 

333- “your mission is important, keep working, express yourself, mind/body/spirit, guides are around you” 

444- “things are stable, your guides are very close, look how far you’ve come” 

555- “changes are coming, transitions and shifts will turn out in your favor, hold on tight!” 

666- “seek harmony, focus on your family and relationships” 

777- “you are aligned, you are connected with the collective unconscious, give yourself a pat on the back” 

888- “be open for abundance! (money, time, rest), think about your thoughts because you are able to manifest” 

999- “this phase has completed; old challenges are wrapping up” 

000- “you’ve come full circle, feel united and one with yourself, you’ve learned that lesson”



Feathers

Feathers are a sign from the spiritual realm for confirmation of your path and to give hope. They 
tend to show up in insecure times. Colors signify certain meanings: 

• White- keep the faith, signal that loved ones have successfully crossed over 

• Red- strength, passion, courage 

• Blue- start communicating needs, calm, and reminder to look at all sides of a story 

• Grey- answers to your questions may need more consideration, its not black and white 

• Black- you are protected, you have much spiritual wisdom, can signal your own use in magic 

• Brown- reminder to ground yourself, home life is good, stable 

• Green- abundance in money or needs, fertile, healthy 

• Yellow- reminder to be happy, present, and stay focused on what you desire



Animals
Butterfly- transformation, growth and changes you’ve made, cycles, rebirth, psychic abilities 

Stray cat- independence, courage, curiosity, healing from the inside out and needs alone time 

Fox- seeing through deception, you can find your way fast, physical and mental sharpness 

Raven- Magic, destiny, intelligence, higher perspective, fearlessness, adaptable, trickster 

Deer- gentleness, sensitive, move through obstacles, ability to change quickly, grace 

Hummingbird- lightness, enjoyment of life, independent, playful, resilient, swift in reaction 

Owl- intuition, wisdom, see beyond this realm, announcer of life change/endings 

Praying mantis- stillness, calm, balance, intuition, awareness, mindful 

Rabbit- shyness, anxiety, fertility, abundance in wealth, clever, creative, spontaneous 

Snake- healing, transformation, connected to life force/energy, guides are near 

Spider- patience, feminine energy, weaver of stories or fate, shadow work 

Turtle- world/Earth, ability to stay grounded, slow down, find a pace, ancient wisdom



Finding objects

Finding objects that seem like they are not in their natural environment 
and having a gut feeling that it may be sign. 

Questions to ask self -what is the object, what condition is it in, how was it 
found, 

Common objects: 

• Compass- direction 

• Crystals- energy finding you for balance 

• Notes/fortune cookie messages 

• Shapes/Symbols in objects- hearts, crosses etc.



Faith
• Faith is the MOST DIFFICULT part of The High 
Priestess.

• The High Priestess asks us to use our Intuition to 
guide us. To connect with our inner voice (blues in 
card) for answers and direction.

• She represents faith in yourself and trusting your 
own personal path that highlights your gifts and 
brings out our best selves.

• The High Priestess trusts that the answers are all 
around her, even when she can’t see them. (she 
holds the Tora…. The Battle)



What can make “Faith” easier

Anchoring:

Anchoring is a method of linking a thought to a physical object.

Example: Anchoring safety into a blanket. (Children are amazing 
teachers)

Bracelets, necklaces, clothing, charms, décor, plants, etc … can all be 
Anchored with FAITH to keep you calm while your High Priestess is 
working her magic. 



YOU GOT THIS!!!

• Trusting yourself is HONORING your High Priestess. Do not second 

guess the messages that pop in your head. 

• BLURT

• Overthinking is the enemy!

• You always have everything you need to create an abundant life. 

You lack nothing!
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